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Vanity of Vanities 

8th Sunday after Pentecost C, 7/31/22 

No, this sermon is not, despite the “V-” words in its title, concerned with the 

Dressing Table that Exceeds All Other Dressing Tables. It more concerns, by 

extension, the vanities out of which Fra Savonarola had the people of Firenze make 

that big bonfire in 1497, or those with which Tom Wolfe showed the people of 

Manhattan, or at least the tippy golden flower of its upper crust, making as they 

busted out the American way in his 1987 satirical novel Bonfire of the Vanities. 

Vanities were all the things they had too much of, not just sinks or dressing tables, 

and vain was the wealth they hurt too many people acquiring, only to then express 

that excess in useless luxuries or unsatisfying pursuits and follies. Yet even that is not 

the heart of the matter. As our first reading notes, all things are vanity, a chasing after 

wind. One generation arises, another falls, there is nothing new under the sun even 

though it never rises on the same river twice, and all rivers flow to the sea but the 

sea is never full. It is a short and calming step from finding vanity at the heart of 

things to finding specific things to be vanities, fit for casting out and being rid of. It 

is calming because it makes us feel like we’re doing something, like turning out useless 

things before or sometimes after a move, but it is ultimately not satisfying either, or 

at least so says Ecclesiastes. That it is vain to act against vanities is a sentiment that 

Wolfe would’ve appreciated but that the fiery Dominican likely would not have, 

which is but one of the differences between his time and ours. 

Not much has changed from the time of a city grown rich on the largesse of the likes 

of the Medici, to that of a city that did it by never sleeping and doing it, as Old Blue 

Eyes sang, My Way. Oh, we have electricity and plastics, better medicines, more 

elaborate but still unforgiving financials, and a thousand lost golf balls. They had Il 

Magnifico, we have The Donald – and our racism is far worse, too. (I’d call it a draw 
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regarding dressing tables.) Both medieval Florence and modern America know of the 

hardship and crime that come when too few have too much and too many have 

nothing at all. Each knew that the idleness that comes when peace without justice 

breeds resentment and greed. Each learned that conflicts unresolved in one generation 

spring back to bite the generations that follow. The Teacher in Jerusalem and the 

Preacher in Florence complained of the vanities of inequality and injustice ad 

nauseam, but to my mind they are bettered skewered by humor than by rage, as the 

novelist found. Savonarola’s fanatics burned books, make-up, playing cards, viols, and 

art – anything they could get their hands on that bespoke luxury – which is a terrible 

waste, if biblical in its insistence that one destroy or cut off whatever or whomever 

it is causes one to sin. Yet being biblical does not make something good; Cain is as 

biblical as Abel, after all, and Satan as much a figure of the Good Book as Job. Wolfe’s 

characters, like Savonarola’s auditors, revel in their sins and luxuries both – and sin 

quite badly by treating those luxuries like so many commodities. They judge them 

to be as hollow as they are, worth only what they could bring in ready money. A 

different kind of waste, that – though the need to ‘put money in thy purse’ hasn’t 

changed much since Machiavelli’s time, either. (He was a young man when the friar 

was burned, as fate would have it.) But this, too, quoth the Teacher in Jerusalem, is 

vanity. 

If “vanity” doesn’t mean dressing table, then what does it mean? In the sense used 

here, it means “worthless, futile, profitless, and empty.” “Vanity” also means self-

deceptively conceited, thinking oneself worth more than one is, a sense that is also 

captured in the word “vainglory.” Vain and vainglorious is the wealthy farmer in 

Jesus’s parable this morning, his good business practices being held in witness against 

him as he spends his care on getting worldly riches, not on getting the riches of God 

or sharing what he’s gained by those who ain’t got it like summertime, when the 

living is easy. What was vain in him was relaxing at ease in the midst of his wealth 
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and achievement, proud of his hard work and his smart work, and thinking he had 

all he needed and could be at peace. Go ahead, Jesus says; eat, drink, and be merry – 

but don’t plan on waking up in the morning. The Lord has a different plan. Who 

shall fill your big barns then, or eat of the fill with which you’ve filled them?1 All we 

know is up here on high is that it won’t be you. 

Who, then? Well, whoever has the right to redeem as heir, singing perhaps as the 

Ghost of Christmas Future showed Ebenezer Scrooge’s debtors sang, upon hearing 

of that miser’s demise, “Thank you very much, thank you very much. That’s the 

nicest thing that anyone’s ever done for me.” But this, too, quoth the Teacher in 

Jerusalem, is vanity. 

Why? Well, as the enslaved persons on Andy Jackson’s plantation muttered at him as 

they watched him watch the coffin of his wife go by on its way to six feet 

underground, “One day your head be bowed down, too. One day your head be 

bowed down, too.” 

Vanity; all is vanity – except for Paul and for Jesus, as our readings today show us, 

that’s not quite true. Storing up treasure in heaven, avoiding the deadly sins of malice, 

avarice, deceitfulness, wrath, lust, and pride, are not vain. How could it be vain to 

avoid the sins that, committing, make one want to sin the more? The people of 

Colossae and elsewhere of Christ were and are meant, Paul and Jesus write and say, 

to live purely in an age that had been set free from all that was wrong about us. They 

were and are to become as they do so new selves, “renewed in knowledge according 

to the image of its creator” (Col. 3:10), no longer divided by kith, class, kin, or kind. 

They were to be new people in an age that did not know what that meant, people 

who knew themselves and one another as equal, free, made in the image of their 

creator, and renewed in that knowledge and in all that it could mean.  

 
1 See Ps.39:6. 
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But this, too, quoth the Teacher in Jerusalem, is vanity. 

Worthless, futile, profitless, and empty. Why? Because we must leave it all behind, 

whatever we achieve or suffer, endure or overcome, we must leave to those who 

come after us – and who knows what they will do with it? Will those who inherit 

the rich man’s barns of which Jesus speaks husband the grain carefully, selling at a 

profit when it best suits them; indulge themselves with it, wasting it on bread and 

circuses to keep the masses distracted while they rob them blind; give liberally to 

those who are in need even at the risk of making them dependent on it; or just be 

bad at this, letting the crops rot and the big new barns fall down for want of knowing 

care? The teacher in Jerusalem tells us that he does not know and cannot know – 

none of us can, not ever. All we can know is the one thing that it is vital to know: 

we will not be here forever, and there’s nothing we can do about that except accept 

it, embrace our fate, and live well anyway, in spite of it or because of it, as we choose. 

The person who put that sentiment so sharply, and who wrote the words we heard 

first this morning, is known in Hebrew as Qohelet, or Koheleth. The book itself is 

known, even in English-language Jewish Bibles, as “Ecclesiastes,” the Church Book, 

even though it is a series of teachings of which the church has often been frightened 

and even now tends to misunderstand. The word “Qohelet” means Teacher, 

Preacher, Assembler of Listeners, and Collector of ‘Wise Saws and Modern Instances’ 

to quote Shakespeare’s Jaques2. It’s a title, that is; Qohelet may have been one person 

or many, male or female, and wrote in Jerusalem, as far as we know. That the book 

exists in Hebrew is perhaps the only reason it made it into the Bible, and even then 

there was quite the debate among both Jewish and Christian divines on the matter. 

Though the voice is given as that of King Solomon, it is unlikely that he was its actual 

 
2 To this character is given the famous speech, “All the world’s a stage,” in As You Like It, II.7. Jaques notes that 

there are seven ages of human life; the fifth, that of sober maturity, is like that of the prosperous barn-owner in 

the gospel today. It speaks of a “justice,” one learned in the law, “In fair round belly, with good capon lin’d, 

With eyes severe, and beard of formal cut, Full of wise saws, and modern instances” (II.7.1133-1135). 
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author – too many Persian-era words in the text, for one thing. Yet that king, 

Bathsheba’s second son and David’s surprising heir, did pray for wisdom, sought for 

it and found it, just like the Teacher in Jerusalem. Is that, too, vanity? It turns out, 

yes – even the seeking after wisdom is no more than a chasing after wind.  

Whether he wrote this book or not, Solomon had good reason to learn and teach 

that all is vanity. This was so even though he did not live to see the mess his son and 

heir made of the realm he’d ruled, at times, with justice and wisdom. Like the Roman 

emperor and Stoic philosopher Marcus Aurelius, Solomon turned the strong realm 

he inherited into an even stronger one. Like Aurelius, Solomon left it to an unworthy 

son and heir, trusting that he’d raised the boy up in the way that he should go, and 

then when he grew old he would not depart from it. Like Aurelius’s son, Solomon’s 

son did depart from it, spurning him and his mother before Dad’s body was even 

cold. This led to the speedy ruin and division of his empire. Rome never after had 

an emperor equal to Aurelius, and Israel never after had a ruler equal to Solomon – 

upon which the Teacher in Jerusalem might well have reflected, this, too, is vanity. 

A person can master the world and even make it better, yet still have no say over 

what comes next, who takes it from here, or how. 

Qohelet despairs because of this, loathing his wealth and achievement, wondering 

whether it were not better to simply eat, drink, and be merry while time is, much 

like the wealthy barn-builder in the gospel, only to realize that that didn’t help much, 

either. Both of them have the same problem: they know how to live, but not why, 

and did not know that they did not know it before they grew rich and strong, and 

wise at least to the ways of the world, if not yet to the ways of God. ‘After all I’ve 

done, I’m still mortal?’ one imagines them asking an absent God or an indifferent 

sky. ‘After all I’ve achieved, the sun still shines on the wicked and the good, and the 

rain falls equally on the dry ground and the wet? How can this be?’ 
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Ecclesiastes never really answers this question, though it does us ask it in many ways, 

each time more pointed than the last. As with all profound questions, “How are we 

to live, and why?” does not have one answer. “Virtuously,” any reasonable answer 

would begin, “because otherwise even the limited time we have would be wasted, 

and time and life made worse. Far be it for mortal people to spend one hour of their 

mortality being miserable, in pain, or in vain pursuits, chasing after wind.” If we 

don’t know how much time we have, and can’t control what those who come after 

us will do with the time that is given to them, at the very least we should not waste 

even a moment that is given to us.  

As Aurelius said, though “one thing gives joy to one person, another to another,” for 

his part, and I submit for ours, “It is my joy if I keep my governing self intact, not 

turning my back on any human being nor on anything that befalls them, but seeing 

everything with kind eyes, welcoming and employing each occasion according to its 

merits.”3 What is good and what is kind remains so even as one generation passes 

away and another arises to take its place. Also, don’t sweat the small stuff: “The 

cucumber is bitter? Put it down. There are branches on the path? Step to one side.” 

Live without illusions, but never give up the capacity for astonishment. Love what is 

good while you can, and help others learn from you if they choose to. Precisely 

because we cannot make them do so, we should make it easier for them to learn how 

to and why. Qohelet did; Aurelius did; Paul and Jesus did, and Luke, and the psalmist. 

We hear their words and stand on their shoulders while the sun shines on us and the 

rain falls down, doing all the good we can any which we can. That, at least, is not 

vanity, not by a long shot. Amen.  

 
3 Marcus Aurelius, Meditations VIII.43, tr. A.S.L. Farquharson, ed. R.B. Rutherford (Oxford, 1944 [1990]), 75. 

Print. The next quote is from ibid., VIII.50, p.77. 


